THE SALON BY
PEDRO SANCHEZ
For the ultimate pampering, relax in our hair
salon and enjoy your crème hair bath or treatment. Encounter the expertise of our renowned
hairstylists from the Pedro Sanchez headquarter in Zurich. The stylists are highly trained to
consider everything, from the natural fall of the
hair, to face shapes, character, and skin tone, in
order to achieve flattering personalised results.
From simple cuts to glamorous blow outs and
updos, The Salon at the Chedi Andermatt offers
a hairstyling experience that will exceed your
expectations.
The Art of Ceremonies
The calm precision and beauty of the Japanese
tea ceremony are the inspiration for the Hair
Beauty ceremonies. A unique, customisable, professional treatment that combine shiatsu based
gestures with high performance formulas using
precious natural ingredients.

Shu Uemura Essential Ceremony & Blow Out
60 minutes – CHF 180
A complete Hair Beauty ceremony starts at the
root with a healthy an balanced scalp treatment
using a pure concentration of active natural
ingredients including aromatic and nurturing
properties.
Shu Uemura Luxe Ceremony & Blow Out
75 minutes - CHF 200
A deluxe experience that combines the Essential
Infusion of Hair Beauty Ceremonies for an ultimate hair treatment. This revitalizing treatment
deeply cleanses the scalp and hair to leave it
fresh, balanced, and free from daily impurities. High-performance Absolu Oils are custom
blended with Treatment Masques to seduce the
senses and restore hair to a healthy state.

Ladies cut and style from CHF 110 - 180
Men’s cut and style CHF 110
Men’s clean up CHF 70
Shampoo and blow dry from CHF 60 - 120
Up Style from CHF 110
Children’s cut from CHF 50 - 100
Coloration from CHF 90 - 150
Highlights from CHF 120 - 300
Toner from CHF 80 - 130
Keratin Smoothing Treatment from CHF 450 - 800

pedrosanchez.ch

